The Wizard's Count and the Triumph of the Synchronic Order

The Prophecy of Pacal Votan was released precisely and only at the moment of its absolute usefulness, Kin 144: Yellow Magnetic Seed, July 26, 1993. This moment defined the Seven Years of Prophecy, 1993-2000; it also established the validity of the Dreamspell or Wizard's Count as the reformulated Year-Bearer Count of the Chilam Balam.

The Telektonon Prophecy could only have been triggered when Kin 144 occurred as the Year Bearer, Yellow Magnetic Seed, correlated to the Gregorian date, July 26, 1993. The precise revelation of this prophecy on Kin 144, July 26, 1993, was dependent on and could only have occurred because a prophetic count, the Wizard's Count, had already been established. This "count" had provided the basis of the Mayan Factor, and was woven into the conclusion of the Prophecy of the Thirteen Heavens and Nine Hells, Harmonic Convergence, Kin 55 and 56, Magnetic Moon 22-23, August 16-17, 1987.

There is a consistency to the stream of prophetic revelation which is summarized as the codes of the Law of Time precisely because it is synchronized completely to the Wizard's Count. This revelatory stream begins with Earth Ascending and the Mayan Factor, comes to flower with the Dreamspell, and is completed by all aspects of the Telektonon Prophecy, including the Thirteen Moon/28-Day calendar. This prophetic stream is emphatically a galactic revelation of the same knowledge base as that which produced the Mayan civilization of ancient Mesoamerica.

The Wizard's Count is called reformulated Chilam Balam, because it was this earlier prophetic stream that established the validity of the Gateway Year-Bearer Count correlated to Julian date July 16/Gregorian July 26.

The purpose of the Chilam Balam Year-Bearer Count was to establish a basis for understanding that there exists a synchronic order of time, completely apart from what is usually referred to as the Long Count, the linear count of days of the thirteen baktuns of the cycle of history, BC 3113-AD 2012.

After a long break in the tradition of the Chilam Balam, the count was prophetically reformulated to prepare for the Harmonic Convergence and the subsequent revelation of the Telektonon of Pacal Votan.

This count was reformulated precisely so that July 26, 1987, would be White Galactic Wizard, July 26, 1993 would be Yellow Magnetic Seed, and July 26, 2013 would be Yellow Galactic Seed.

The meaning of these dates is encoded in the names of the year bearers for these dates. According to the Mayan Factor, July 26, 1987, Kin 34: White Galactic Wizard, was the year bearer for the first of the 26 years of the Harmonic Convergence. This date marks the conscious ascendance of the prophecy of galactic culture and the coming of the Earth Wizards - the race of galactic wizards on Earth. It was on this new year's date, 1987, at a mass public presentation in preparation for the Harmonic Convergence at St. John's College, Santa Fe, New Mexico, that José and Lloydine Arguelles first spontaneously spoke about the coming of galactic culture on earth. It was because this day was coded as Galactic Wizard that they did so.

If the White Galactic Wizard marked the beginning of the 26-year count of the Harmonic Convergence, then the galactic spin count of this 26-year cycle was also prophetically coded. Exactly 33 days before the Galactic Wizard coming out party in Santa Fe, it was the day Red Magnetic Dragon, Kin 1, marking the beginning of the first galactic spin of the Wizard's Count. On that day, June 23, 1987, the Wall Street Journal ran the front page story on the Harmonic Convergence, something the Journal and all other American media conveniently forgot when it came to their review of the century in the year 2000. That is why today, three weeks after the "inevitable event," the fall of the Tower of Babel, the words of the messenger of time are so prophetic: "Mr. Arguelles says the choice between a 'new age' and all-out
destruction is ours, and we had better decide." (Wall Street Journal, Harmonic Convergence front page story, "New Age will dawn in August, seers say ..." June 23, 1987). Though the prophecy was discounted, true to form, the words of the messenger will come to haunt those who spurned the message.

In 1988, the year following the Harmonic Convergence, when the messenger was attempting to create an everyday "Mayan calendar," he came upon the next stage of the discovery of the synchronic order. Of course, on the Gregorian calendar, 1988 is a leap year. And here with the extra day, February 29, the messenger perceived that somehow, to accommodate the February 29 date, would throw the Year-Bearer Count off by one day, ruining the harmony of the system. Even counting a six-day Uayeb while maintaining the Tzolkin count would throw the system off. Reviewing the Chilam Balam texts it was clear, that leap year was never considered, much less counted in the Year-Bearer Count. Thus, the year bearers remained the same, maintaining and assuring the harmony of the system where every 52 years equals 73 spins, no two days are the same, and the entire 18,980 days of the cycle are to be repeated every 52 years in an upward moving spiral of time.

Following this observation came the discovery of the mathematical codes governing the synchronization of the 260-day cycle with the 365-day cycle, the consequent discovery of the 12;60-13:20 timing frequencies, the recognition and resurrection of the Thirteen Moon/28-Day calendar, and the full exposition of the Dreamspell codes of fourth-dimensional time. The Dreamspell, being the manifestation of the knowledge base of galactic culture, completely encodes the Wizard's Count as the Galactic Compass. The Wizard's Count is the new dispensation of time reckoning for the human race. The Wizard's Count is not the same as the Long Count which is the count of history, and because of this, cannot be confused with it. The Wizard's Count is for the establishment of the reality of the synchronic order as an entirely new method of knowledge and being for the entire human race as a cosmic medium operating within the biosphere. Based on the Wizard's Count, therefore, the synchronic order is the means for establishing the reality of the noosphere. The successful completion of the biosphere-noosphere transition, then, is the triumph of the synchronic order, the conscious elevation of Earth into the cosmic frequency of fourth-dimensional time.
Harmonic Convergence and The Harrowing of Hell

The matter of prophecy demands further understanding and clarity. The prophetic stream of the Chilam Balam includes the day prophecies, year prophecies, katun and ahau cycle prophecies, the Quetzalcoatl prophecies, and finally the prophecies of Antonio Martinez and the coming religion of the Hunab Ku. The meaning and fulfillment of this entire prophetic stream was crystallized in the Harmonic Convergence and its aftermath. Chilam Balam, the jaguar priests, are the wizards. Under the command of the Supreme One (Hunab Ku), the wizards are directed to establish clear paths of rekindled knowledge. The ancient Maya prophesied their own destruction, therefore within the prophecies of the Chilam Balam, they laid the seeds of their reconstruction - but not simply as Maya. The reconstruction had to be planetary, for their destruction was also an act of planetary consequence. And the fulfillment of the prophecies along with the new dispensation of time had to occur before the end of the cycle, 2012. For this reason, the master synchronic architect of the Mayan prophets, Pacal Votan, prepared the way with the discovery of his tomb in 1952. This phenomenal act of prophetic release meant that now the messenger of time had to be summoned to his task.

To be prepared as the vessel to bring together the full meaning and fruition of the Chilam Balam prophecies as the new dispensation of time, the messenger of time was initiated into the knowledge of the Thirteen Heavens and Nine Hells Prophecy of Quetzalcoatl, as well as the mathematics of the Tzolkin, as structured around the Loom of Maya - binary triplet configuration. For this oral and mind-to-mind transmission of knowledge, eternal gratitude must be rendered to Tony Shearer as the instrument who communicated this knowledge to the messenger of time. Once he had received this knowledge, the messenger of time prepared himself by study and meditation for the moment of the Harmonic Convergence. It may be asked: if the Harmonic Convergence concluded the prophecy of the Nine Hells, why then are we experiencing the apocalyptic events of hell on Earth now, some fourteen years later? What was the actual meaning of the Harmonic Convergence, and what does it mean for us today?

First of all, the Harmonic Convergence refers to the entire 26-year cycle from White Galactic Wizard to Yellow Galactic Seed, 1987-2013. The conclusion of the Ninth Hell refers to the release of humanity into the 26-year time zone of free will, choice and decision in preparation for the completion of the cycle, 2012, and the galactic synchronization, 2013. The full and true Harmonic Convergence will not be complete until the Earth itself becomes the Galactic Seed, 2013. If the 26 years are the free will zone of choice and decision, what are we to choose and decide? The choice is the "...choice between a 'new age' and all-out destruction..." The decision is to accept the knowledge of the error in time (12:60) and to return to natural time (13:20) by means of the Thirteen Moon/28-Day calendar.

In principle, the Harmonic Convergence refers to the converging of all aspects of reality in a great, all-unifying harmony. The initial moment of the Harmonic Convergence, dawn of August 16, 1987, Blue Electric Eagle, was pure prophetic enactment of being harmonically converged. This moment demonstrated that indeed, Harmonic Convergence was possible. The wave of unconscious energy released through the collective psyche of the species as a result of this moment of prophetic purity reached a climax with the fall of the Berlin wall and the end of the Cold War. Early 1990, the role of the Harmonic Convergence in this process was echoed in the mass media as the question, "Did the Harmonic Convergence bring the world closer to peace?" Before the question could be answered, the next phase of the prophetic end time began to unfold. Rather than determine how to make the choice to enter a genuine new age, the human race defaulted to an absolute materialism. It was this collective turn taken by the planetary leadership, now known as the G-7, that engendered the apocalypse we are now witnessing. In this turn, the Harmonic Convergence was forgotten, deleted as it were from the official public texts of contemporary history. The stage was thus set for the next revelation, the Telektonon of Pacal Votan.

In distinguishing the Seven Years of Prophecy, 1993-2000, Magnetic Seed-Resonant Wizard years, the Telektonon of Pacal Votan makes an absolutely clear analysis of the human condition at this time: unless the human race forsakes the false time governed by the instruments of the Gregorian Calendar and the mechanical clock by the year 2000, then it will face its own destruction, biospheric collapse and hell on Earth. But if, by the year 2000, it can make the decision to reject the calendar of the false 12:60 time and adopt the perfect instrument of the natural 13:20 time, the Thirteen Moon/28-Day calendar, then humanity will be able to make the choice of entering a new age. For the new age, so longed for, is actually only realizable as a new time. A new time can only come about by the rejection
of the instrument that holds in place the hallucination of the old time, replacing it instead with an instrument of such perfect harmony, that it has no history, but is truly post-historical.

For this the messengers of time were sent to warn the world of the meaning of the time, and to offer to the world the opportunity of changing its course by changing its calendar. When the year 2000 rolled around, humanity remained unmoved. The Gregorian calendar, the Vatican and the G-7 were as strong as ever. The prophecy did not fail, but humanity did. So beginning with the Blue Galactic Storm year, thirteen years after the White Galactic Wizard year, humanity was placed in judgment. The four-year cycle, 2000-2004, was declared as the prophetic cycle of the Harrowing of Hell. For having failed to take seriously its messengers and prophets of all times, humanity was now to pass en masse through hell. Since the Galactic Storm year completed a Seed-Storm Year Bundle begun in the fifth year of prophecy, the judgment was withheld until the Solar Seed Year, the second year of the Harrowing of Hell, but the first year of the next Seed-Storm Year Bundle. In the Telektonon Prophecy, verse 120, section 19, it is declared, "When the Lunar Moon has overflowed its banks, the G-7 will be no more." So it was on the 20th day of the Lunar Moon (Blue Self-existing Monkey, Galactic Signature of Karl Marx), the Tower of Babel, the World Trade Center was struck a fatal blow, while the Pentagon, magical structure of the priests of the Dark Lords of Time, built in "Hell's Bottom," Arlington, Virginia, during the ninth hell cycle, was mortally penetrated.

It is still the time of the Harmonic Convergence. The Harrowing of Hell represents the last cycle of respite for humanity. By 2004, Blue Crystal Storm, humanity must make the "...choice between a 'new age' and all-out destruction..." when it will have the last opportunity to make the decision of rejecting the old time and calendar, replacing it altogether with the instrument of perfect harmony, the Thirteen Moon/28-Day calendar. Only such a harmonic organizing principle, universally accepted, can assure a time of harmony and the fulfillment of the Harmonic Convergence.

Thirteen Year Seed Wavespell, 1993-2006, Triumph of the Telektonon Prophecy (see accompanying graphic)

To understand the synchronic designation of the Harrowing of Hell, it is necessary to examine the four-year cycle within the context of the Thirteen-year wavespell in which it occurs. In the Wizard’s Count, there are Seed-Storm Year Bundles - thirteen four-year Bundles to a 52-year cycle, while there are four thirteen-year Wavespells constituting the same 52-year solar-galactic cycle. Since we are dealing here with the definition of the Wizard’s Count as the basis of the synchronic order of time underlying the discovery of the Law of Time, we here enumerate the eight thirteen-year cycles which constitute the 104-year Great Cycle of the Wizard. During this cycle, the discovery of the Law of Time was prepared, made conscious and finally applied as the biospheric corrective:


Cycle of the Wizard 2019-2032 Cycle of the Earth Wizards Cycle of the Storm 2032-2045 Cycle of the Time Lords Cycle of the Seed 2045-2058 Cycle of the Gardens of Paradise Cycle of the Moon 2058-2071 Cycle of the Universal Flow

During the Cycle of the Preparation of the Wizard, which began during the famous "summer of love,"1967, the prophetic knowledge templates were received and absorbed by the messenger of time. During the next cycle, the Cycle of the Harmonic Revelation, the templates were applied - the first prophecy, that of the Thirteen Heavens and Nine Hells was completed as the Harmonic Convergence; and the discovery of the Law of Time was initiated and ripened through the creation of the Dreams spell and the perfect calendar of Thirteen Moons/28-days. Then comes the fateful Cycle of the Seed, the Cycle of the Telektonon Prophecy and of the Judgment Day of Humankind. It is during the eighth through eleventh years of the Seed Wavespell that the Harrowing of Hell occurs. By looking at the Thirteen Year Seed Cycle as a thirteen-year Wavespell, we can organize the template of time so that it becomes productive of the higher will to evolve beyond history. The organization of the wavespells of time are through the pulsar codes which create a kind of cross-pollinating geometry of time. Below we list the breakdown of the four dimensional pulsars, as well as the Seed-Storm Year Bundles. (Since it is a Seed Wavespell, the Seed-Storm Year Bundles correspond perfectly to the four wavespell functions: establish, extend, convert and transport). Seed is the power of ripening, so it is the prophetic ripening...
of the planetary karma which occurs during this wavespell.

Pulsar Codes, Seed Wavespell: Fourth Dimension Time Pulsar, 1-5-9-13 Seed years First Dimension Life Pulsar, 2-6-10 Moon years Second Dimension Sense Pulsar, 3-7-11 Wizard years Third Dimension Mind Pulsar, 4-8-12 Storm years

Seed Storm Year Bundles 1. 1 Seed - 4 Storm, 1993-97 - Establish Thirteen Moon Peaceway 2. 5 Seed - 8 Storm, 1997-2001 - Extend Thirteen Moon Peace Movement 3. 9 Seed - 12 Storm, 2001-05 - Convert 13 Moon Movement into Way of Harmony on Earth 4. 13 Seed - 3 Storm, 2005 -09 - Transport prophecy into Pax Cultura Pax Biospherica, first three years of Moon Wavespell.

In studying the pulsar relationships of this critical Seed Wavespell of Prophecy, first of all pay attention to the relation of the four Seed years that create the fourth-dimensional time holon. During the first Seed year, the prophecy Telektonon itself was revealed and transcribed, thus initiating the Thirteen Moon Calendar Change Peace Plan and Movement. The second Seed year, Overtone Seed, saw the application of the second stage of the Telektonon Prophecy, the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time. This set in motion the "mind shift of the inevitable event." The third year of the cycle of extending the Wavespell was the last of the Seven Years of Prophecy, which extended the Thirteen Moon Movement into the last year of this Seed-Storm Year Bundle, and the first year of the Harrowing of Hell. It was during this year that extension of the 13 Moon Movement was grounded through the Foundation for the Law of Time. In this way a solid base was created for making the Thirteen Moon Movement a coherent transformative force during the remaining years of the Harrowing of Hell.

The third Seed year of the cycle, is the current Yellow Solar Seed year. This year is the moment of ultimate ripening, as it receives the direct impulse of both the first year, Magnetic Seed, when the prophecy was first announced to the world, and the fifth year, when the mind shift of the inevitable event was first set in motion. As of the Lunar Moon, Limi 20, the planetary 9-11, the inevitable event manifest. How the Thirteen Moon Calendar Change Peace Movement responds to this event and what it does during the remainder of this year and the two years following is all important for directing the course of the human species through the eye of the needle into the new time, White Spectral Mirror-Blue Crystal Storm, Day Out of Time and new years day, 2004. Assuming the positive redirection of the human species into the 13:20 frequency during the Crystal Storm year, The fourth Seed year, Cosmic Seed, should bear the positive fruit of the triumph of the new time on Earth.

Within the pulsar scheme of the wavespell, the four-year Harrowing of Hell, 2000-2004, begins, as we have already noted, on the fourth year of the Command of Prophecy to extend the Thirteen Moon Peace Movement past the seventh year of prophecy into the eighth year of the entire Seed Cycle. It is during this year that the Movement attains its integrity through the establishment of the Foundation for the Law of Time. The Storm years constitute the third dimension mind pulsar, so the Foundation of the 8 Storm connects the Rinri Project of the 4 Storm year to the 12 Storm year of Humanity's trial of the New Time. During the 12 Storm year, the human race must call for a "round table" to set its new course and redirect its energies according to the frequency of natural time and the macro-organizing principle of the Thirteen Moon/28-day calendar. The second year of the Harrowing of Hell, is the time to "realize the intention of the prophecy," that is to direct humanity back to the natural timing frequency as encoded in the Thirteen Moon/28-Day calendar, while taking into account the profoundly transformative effects of the occurrence of the inevitable event - the fall of the Tower of Babel.

The third year of the Harrowing of Hell, the Red Planetary Moon year, the year of manifestation, completes the first dimension life pulsar, and initiates the completion phase of the final four years of the Seed Wavespell. The finality and fulfillment of the Thirteen Moon Peace Plan initiated in the Red Lunar Moon year, as well as the World Summit on Peace and Time of the Red Rhythmic Moon year, will have to meet the challenge of the unraveling of the G-7 world in the karmic rebound following the calamitous terrorist attack of the inevitable event. The fourth and final year of the Harrowing of Hell, the White Spectral Wizard, will see the fulfillment and liberating release of the second dimension sense pulsar. This pulsar began with the White Electric Wizard year and the First Planetary Congress of Biospheric Rights, which must now become the service offered to the planet, and includes the effects of the Earth Wizards Seminary and Rainbow Bridge project of the White Resonant Wizard year. Seriously cultivating the "peace through culture strategy," the Campaign for the New Time must have a successful conclusion at the end of this White Spectral Wizard year. The world will be in sore need of direction and a new beginning in a new time. Only the Thirteen Moon/28-Day calendar will be able to
assure humanity of this harmonic promise, the proper completion of the Harmonic Convergence.

Table of the Planetary Rulers of the Four Years of the Harrowing of Hell
According to The 20 Tablets of the Law of Time

| Cube 4. Seed: Jupiter | Storm Year: Pluto | Sun Wavespell Four: Pluto |
| Cube 5. Serpent: Maldek | Seed Year: Jupiter | Skywalker Wavespell Five: Mars |
| Cube 6. World-Bridger: Mars | Moon Year: Mercury | World-Bridger Wavespell Six: Mars |
| Cube 7. Hand: Earth | Wizard Year: Maldek | Storm Wavespell Seven: Pluto |
| Cube 8. Star: Venus | Storm Year: Pluto | Human Wavespell Eight: Earth |

(first year, Mystery of the Stone)

Each year of the sixteen-year cycle of the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time is governed by three levels of the synchronic order, each level coded by a Dreamspell seal. Each seal has its planetary designation. The three levels are:

1) Seal of the Cube position
2) Seal of the Annual Wavespell
3) Seal of the Wavespell of the corresponding sequence of the Dreamspell Genesis.

A study of the planetary rulers for each of the four years of the Harrowing of Hell, both from the perspective of the Dreamspell Genesis/Telektonon history of the lost planets, as well as the symbolism of traditional planetary astrology, will reveal a number of significant aspects to this challenging cycle of time.

The first year of this cycle was ruled by double Pluto - death, regeneration and enlightenment - while the Cube position was governed by Jupiter, signifying both great power and the continuing dominance of the false authority of organized religion and related institutions of government. However, it is the second and third years that reveal the potentially most difficult time. While the same Jovian influence is continued during the second year, it is hemmed in by the Cube power of primal Maldek's shattering and the influence of Mars, the red planet, in its prophetic aspect. Mars and Maldek are, of course, the two "lost planets," whose karmic destiny is now manifesting through the inevitable event, the culminating result of the dominance of false time. With the galactic karmic power of Mars doubled in the third year, balanced by the purifying effect of Mercury, this year of the Red Planetary Moon may well be the most devastating and purifying year of the Harrowing of Hell. In the 20 Tablets, the last three years of the Harrowing of Hell occur in the Northern Castle Court of Death.

The fourth year represents a release. The governing Cube power is represented by the Earth, while the wavespell powers are the prophetic Wizard of Maldek, and the regenerative Pluto. This augurs the successful conclusion of the Harrowing Hell and the preparation for entry into the universal order of natural time. It should be noted that the regenerative power of Pluto continues into the eighth Cube position, the first year of the Mystery of the Stone, humanity's year of trial and testing of the new time, which is also governed by the benign Venusian Cube power and the solar prophetic free will power of Earth. All of this promises an auspicious beginning to the Thirteen Moons of Peace and the completion of the AC Planetary Manitou - a new day for the human race and its biosphere.
Holding the Meditation of the Rainbow Earth

These are unique and special times. The breaking of the Dreamspell of History has finally occurred. Responding with consciousness and self-reflection to the inevitable event arouses the post-apocalyptic solution, the fulfillment of the Harmonic Convergence. Only an act of collective self-reflection can trigger the noosphere. This is the meaning of the inevitable event. It is the mysterious state of the universe at one with God, the big Harmonic Convergence.

The mission of the Wizard's Count is to establish the synchronic order of fourth-dimensional time as the new reality of time on Earth, a universal way of harmony. All people, all cultures, all faiths find their place in the Thirteen Moon Way where harmony replaces history. The Campaign for the New Time is a function of the geometry of time, which is the unparalleled structure governing the synchronic order. As Earth Wizards, we must all become peace activists establishing the promise and reality of the new time through the Thirteen Moon/28-Day calendar and its Peace Plan. And as Earth Wizards we must all dream ourselves into a new reality of being, a reality where each one of us is a noospheric chip.

As noospheric chips, we all have the same circuitry and are capable, therefore, of becoming bonded by the same image, until we become one collective whole. The single image that we must hold is the vision of the healed rainbow Earth: the octahedron core held in place by four time atoms; Earth's axis held together by the coaxial cable of the flux tubes, issuing the rainbow bridge from Earth's two poles, the two rainbow arcs sweeping Earth clean of all negative karma. Hold this image in your heart at all times. Visualize the rainbow rings around the Earth all the time. Flash the image whenever you remember it, spontaneously. Begin and end all group meetings with this visualization. The noosphere is manifesting through us. All praise to the Supreme One for this precious life of Earth! Please study last year's Rinri Project Newsletters! Know where you are in the Harrowing of Hell! Know what you can do next to bring about Shambhala on Earth!

"We will show them our proofs in the horizons, and within themselves, until they realize that this is the truth. Is your Lord not sufficient as a witness of all things?" *Holy Quran, 41:53*

---

Electric Deer Moon, Limi 13,
"I consume dualistic thoughts as food, I purify the mental electron at the north pole."
Kin 12, Yellow Crystal Human
SBTS 3.23
Cube Seven, Hand Accomplishment. Second (Final) Seer, Padmasambhava, One Galactic Earth
Fractal time transposition overlays: Telektonon Prophecy, Baktun Thirteen, 1618-2012
20 Tablets: Fourth Year of the Harrowing of Hell, White Spectral Wizard year, 2003-04 Dragon Genesis, Storm Wavespell Seven, White Northern Castle Court of Death White Northern Star Quadrant, Plane of Spirit Rinri precept 7: "The body is a symbol of heart and spirit, sickness is a danger signal of our life."
Seventh Kalachakra Cycle of the Hand, 1387-1427,
Time of the Fifth Karmapa and Emperor Yung Lo, who builds the Forbidden City of Beijing
(Third Quarter, Yellow Solar Seed Year)
7:7::7:7 Second Week, Antipode White Time Atom, Radion Limi 13,
Othala is the Mother Realm that Refines the Transcending
(Othala sent from South to North, seals Limi, Radion Cube left, Manipura chakra, solar plexus),
PNM 24, Pacific Plate Four
Psi Chrono Unit: Kin 44: Yellow Overtone Seed
(1997-98 year of the initiation of the mind shift of the "inevitable event")
Overtone Chromatic 13: Red Solar Moon-Red Cosmic Skywalker, Purifying Prophecy
Yellow Magnet sent from North to South from/to Yellow Core Heart Center.

20 Tablets: Chronograph Tablet 5, Quetzalcoatl, Serpent Sex, 2001-2002 Chronograph Dragon Genesis, Skywalker Wavespell 5, White Castle Court of Death
Chronograph Moon Kin 55: Blue Electric Eagle (Harmonic Convergence), 18,487 to-18,387
Elder Futarch Moon Laguz "the water forming" descending
Quarterly Codon Rune 5: People Together. "Tree Evolves Space"
Week 10, Year of the Yellow Solar Seed, Second Seed-Storm Year Bundle,
Week 10 Codon Cube, Codon 14, Wisdom of the People: sixth yang line, cube top
White Week Two, Maintain Power of Prophecy - Humility Refines Meditation

Harmonic 3: Crystal Process. "Formulate Free Will of Cooperation"
Biphatic Codon 44: Time Penetrating, "Principle of Dynamic Construction Evolves Space"

Dynamics of Time, 12.12 "Galactic universal life transport vehicles represent evolving synthesized crystalline floral projective structures of advanced types of multiple central axes. Experiments possible only after AD 2013."

This newsletter is presented as a service to all planetary kin by
Dr. Arcturus, Planetary Healing Doctor (Ph.D)

_Klatu Barada Nikto! The Galactic Federation Comes in Peace!_